
UWSA COMPLAINTS RULING FORM

Date/Time of received complaint:

Date/Time of ruling:

Deadline to appeal ruling:

Name of complainant:

Campaign or candidate alleged to be in breach:

Complaint validly submitted:

Election rules allegedly breached and summary of allegations:

Ruling and penalty assigned:

Appeals to a ruling of the CEC must be submitted on the office UWSA Elections Appeal 
Form and in accordance with UWSA by-laws. Appeal forms can be found at 
theuwsa.ca/elections

Yes No

The UWSA is committed to protecting personal information provided in the course of the services it provides and 
the operation of the organization, including that information submitted in the forms. For more information please 
see the UWSA Privacy Policy, available online at theuwsa.ca, and last revised in 2019.


	DateTime of received complaint: Feb 26, 2020/ 1042H
	DateTime of ruling: Feb 27, 2020/ 1500H
	Deadline to appeal ruling: Mar 03, 2020/ 1800H
	Name of complainant: Noelle Sagher
	Campaign or candidate alleged to be in breach: David Teffaine, UWSA Envision 
	undefined: Yes
	Election rules allegedly breached and summary of allegations 1: 
	Election rules allegedly breached and summary of allegations 2: UWSA by-law 5.24 – v.
	1: The complainant felt they have been harassed by the party at breach.  
	2: The complainant felt intimidated by team envision approaching when the complainant felt out
	3: numbered.
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	Ruling and penalty assigned 1: After evaluating the events, reading statements and contacting 
	Ruling and penalty assigned 2: witnesses, the CEC deems that this situation would have been avoided completely if candidates 
	1_2: focused on their campaign and kept away from approaching other opponents. Anyhow, the CEC finds 
	2_2: the behaviour of David Teffaine and Sam Cohn led to this complaint. They are volunteers of the
	3_2: slate Envision2020. The CEC therefore will issue Warning letters to both individuals, 
	4_2: if this behavior continues there will be a much deeper investigation and their affiliated slate will be 
	5_2: penalized.
	6_2: 
	7: 


